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About This Game

This is the sequel to The Fruit of Grisaia. It is strongly recommended to play the first
game before starting this.

“Are things OK as they are?”
In every second of every minute of the life the young man had lived, the same thought recurred in his mind.

Looking back on his past, the girls he’d met in this peaceful life made him feel guilty, and his heart was tormented with that
guilt.

—That girl discovered the meaning of her birth
She no longer needed to hide her true self—

—Understanding what it means to struggle to live
From the protected to to the protector —

—To feel so, so glad to be alive.

Since the young man started meddling in young women’s affairs, their gray orchard began to recover its former brilliance.
“It is impossible to capture eternity.

But surely, I can at least spend the rest of my life with your hand in mine, never letting go.”

That was the one decision one young man kept in his heart…
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- the genre it's in
-the menus seem like they were translated from a foreign language but was made by a studio in the U.K. ?
-the list price on steam. $6.99 - one word for ya. NOPE!. This game reminds me a lot of Astrox: Hostile Space Excavation.
There's a lot of the same elements, but I find the map layout and number of ships you can control to be more fun. There are
some drawbacks, as stated in some other reviews, such as the viewpoint of the ships and inability to cross the map unless
following a ship. I also had some graphical issues which crashed my game, but I'm not sure whether that's a result of this game
or a bug with my graphics setup. Either way I found it enjoyable, and I would especially recommend if on sale.. If you like
asteroid and other twin stick style shooters then this is the game for you, think asteroid but on steroids. very good and very fun.. 
https://youtu.be/iDC0opMm99U

7/10 - Turning around and leaving is an ending and to be fair that is what most of us would do in the real world!

I only recommend this at a cheap price right now as its unclear how much game you actually get or will get once this makes it
out of early access.

Time to buy more tic-tacs
. childhood. LUXOR THO
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4, мало
Короткая, но интересная.. Loved the "Making of documentary". Really shows how much men hours and effort go into making
a true gem out of a game. Crazy work hours are put into the game daily by people who worked on it. Makes you appreciate what
you have on your monitor much more. Primarily bought this upgrade due to it and it was worth it.

Almanac is a bit hard to read with the medieval ages style of letters but otherwise provides you with a nice jumping point into
the game which otherwise is a bit chaotic in the early stages for new players.

Wallpapers are nice - have one on my desktop now.

26 soundtracks from the game are available to listen to.

Map is OK but nothing to really strive for.

Ringtones might be ok to use to some - I probably won't use them.

Worth it when on discount like I snatched it on 60% off - personally wouldn't pay the full price for it although the documentary
is really great and if money is no problem definitely go for it.. It's a great idea with a lot of potential. It was fun to play, even
with the little content it had.

Unfortunately, it's dead.

Largest (and only) server I haf was one I hosted with bots that had 2 people join at one point.

It's fun, but it's dead.

I would not buy it right now.. Sea warfare has always been pretty difficult to put into a game format; a bit like flight simulators,
they can either be too arcadey (and therefore not really do justice to their subject) or too realistic (hanging around for hours in a
sub with nothing but little wheels to turn). Given the vast distances involved in WW2 sea combat, where opposing fleets in the
age of air power sometimes never saw each other directly during battle, Victory at Sea makes some quite good compromises.
So, for example, the ocean scale is reduced so that even when you have an overwhelming carrier force it's still useful (and fun)
to have a few battleships to take out some of the nearby enemy in between air strikes. Lobbing your shots over thousands of
yards, anticipating where your target will be when they fall, is a skill you'll enjoy developing. It's more arcade than sim, but fun.

Graphically the game isn't up there with the best (but it's perfectly adequate for the job) - since even with a fair PC you get
some lag once all planes and ships are in view later in the game when 80+ ships can be involved in battles, that's probably just as
well. Carrier air groups are representative rather than historically accurate for the same reason (an Essex class carrier here has
15 aircraft, rather than the 90 of real life), but that works well in terms of balanced ship v ship action.

New units are unlocked as you progress in experience; defeating enemies earns you War Bonds to buy different ships, and there
are quite a few models within each class - destroyer, cruiser, battleship, for example - each with different features; however,
once you've maxed out at skill level 10 you'll find that you won't bother with most - some within a class are just so superior that
there isn't much point keeping or buying others. So, for example, playing as the US I always end up with Iowa class battleships
(only a Yamato outranges them), Essex Class carriers, and Fletcher class destroyers - nothing else.

As others have said, many of the missions are same-y; capturing a port is routine to the extent that once you have a competent,
balanced fleet you can just leave it to the AI to capture them if you don't mind taking a few more casualties, which are easily
replaced (if you lose a ship you don't lose the captain and his experience). It gets to the point that you just sail around on the vast
ocean (in map mode) for ten to fifteen minutes waiting for one of the invasion challenges to pop up, which involves your
dashing over to defeat a fleet typically two to three times larger than yours before it captures one of your ports (there is a way of
defeating an 80+ fleet with your limit of 20 units per engagement, but I'll let you find that out for yourself). Put together, this
makes for low replayability; typically, I'll play it for a week, end up with a fleet of 80+ including 60 carriers (as I say, more
arcade than historically accurate), delete it, then come back six months or more later.
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But the real problem with this game is the AI, which lets the whole thing down. Leaving aside the enemy's "charge straight at
'em every time" fleet formations and willingness to allow lone puny destroyers to wander into the range of your big guns long
before the rest of his main body can punch you back, it's your own AI support which really sucks. For the game to be fun, you
want manual control of some units while leaving others under AI but executing your tactical battle plan (as with admirals and
captains in real life) - so, for example, I want to bring my battleships to the fringes of engagements under my control to catch
enemy ships with my guns, while my carriers stand off and pick off priority targets, wear down their air groups etc, maintaining
formation and distance from the enemy as they do so.

Fat chance - it's total manual (too fiddly, constant pausing to see what's going on with every ship, or all AI - nothing in between.
Put your carriers under AI control, take your six battleships up to the enemy to have a bit of fun, turn around three minutes later
and the carriers are all over the shop and heading in different directions, sending aircraft to their own idea of a priority target -
which often lies right at the far side of the enemy fleet, meaning that you lose half your aircraft to shipboard AA fire as they
overfly it straight away. Meanwhile, one of your battleships has been disabled and you need air to take out the Yamato class
brute which is going to sink it - but your carrier captains have their own agenda, and by the time you have taken them back
under manual control it's too late. They also like sending out every single one of their fighters to shoot down a few enemy
seaplanes when you've already wiped out the enemy fighter cover to allow your bombers in, so they all get shot down by the
ships for nothing.

If anything it gets worse when your whole fleet is under manual control. You can create groups, but they are so poorly designed
that they are useless. For example, every battleship fleet commander since before Nelson has dreamed of "crossing the T",
bringing his ships in line across the head of the enemy's column, allowing each ship to fire broadside on at a single target at a
time, which cannot reply with its full armament; so you need to keep your ships in line, evenly spaced. Absolutely standard naval
practice, which captains would rehearse over and over again. Not your captains, though. You want it, you have to fiddle with
every ship individually - all of the time; bearing, speed, distance, the lot. Not only difficult, but tiresome. I'm an admiral, for
goodness' sake; what a shower my captains are.

Worse yet: you place your precious carriers in two well spaced lines, set their speed (individually, arghh), group select their
bearing, and send them off to keep distance from the enemy. Five minutes later one of them is being sunk - whaaa? What
happened? What happened is that one of your brilliant experience level 10 captains bumped into another, bounced off at an
angle, hit another, ditto, ended up sailing straight towards the enemy, bang.

And finally, when you do have them all in the right place and sailing in the right direction again, if you want them to attack your
own choice of target you have to select every single carrier, plane, and target individually - so, if you have 16 carriers and want
to dive bomb the Musashi, that's one click per carrier, one click per dive bomber (six per ship), one click per target per carrier.
That's 128 clicks. Select all (or groups) of carriers, all planes of a type, and target, and get your captains to do the rest?
Apparently admirals can't do that, don't be silly. (Yes, you can order entire groups to attack a target in map mode - but then they
will send off every aircraft and type, leaving nothing in reserve, and manoeuvre to where you don't want them; and 100% losses
are common among torpedo bombers unless you've already taken care of their CAP).

Come on, Evil Twin; this is basic stuff which has existed in other games for decades - set and maintain unit formation and
speed, set stance to aggressive, reactive, keep distance etc, deploy only some weapons, prioritise target types. More to the point,
it's basic naval warfare - it's why every ship has a captain: to fight his ship while executing the strategic and tactical orders of his
fleet commander, not bugger off bumping into everything and kamikaze-ing his air group at every opportunity. Court martials
all round.

In the end this flaw prevents you from getting a lot more out of the game; it means you cannot set complex traps based on
multiple elements of your fleet operating independently but under your overall control and to your plan.

This is therefore one of those games to buy at £3.99 or so; I would need a lot of persuading to buy a Victory at Sea 2 at even a
tenner unless Evil Twin addresses these basic flaws. So recommended, yes - at a low price.. There are just too many problems
with this software to say that it's good. You have to do a lot of Modding just to get it running. Hotkeys don't even work and only
runs on certain games.. Story: Is just awful and at the end you'll think how dumb the characters were made just for the already
horrible plot.
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Gamplay: Is actually pretty fun, you are able to use up to 16 ability in battle over shortcuts with controller. Flying is tricky, but
nice.

MultiPlayer: Don't bother to buy this for that, multiplayer is dead!

Scarlet Rain is OP, hype INVINCIBLE HAILSTORM DOMINATION~~~!!!

P.S. evrytime you start the game, turn off the valume or lay down your headphones. The first few seconds of sound when
starting the game is on highest volume, then your sound settings gettting loaded.. Great VR game fast paced cool graphics.
swords and sandals with better graphics. This game is much harder and smarter than it looks. There are pretty good idea with
polished implementation and hard, very hard puzzles. I hope I could bite it, but at present I get stuck. :)

Announcement about the Grisaia trilogy games and its Michiru spin-offs.:
Due to the expiration of our contract with Sekai Project, the following five Frontwing titles that were previously published by
Sekai Project have been transferred to the Frontwing USA Steam Publisher page.

"The Fruit of Grisaia"
"The Labyrinth of Grisaia"
"The Eden of Grisaia"
"Idol Magical Girl Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 1"
"Idol Magical Girl Chiru Chiru Michiru Part 2"

We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude to Sekai Project, who have helped us spread our visual
novels to fans all over the world in recent years.

While we are taking over the publishing rights to these titles, all of our products currently available on Denpasoft will remain
available there. Sekai Project remains to be one of our valuable business partners, and we would like to ask you to give them
your continued support.

We would also like to ask you to please direct customer support requests regarding these five titles towards Frontwing USA
from now on. The Steam Community Hubs will also be moderated by us. We deeply apologize for any confusion or
inconvenience that may be caused by these changes.

Frontwing and Sekai Project would like to thank you for your understanding, and we would appreciate your continued support.. 
GRISAIA Phantom Trigger THE ANIMATION is available now!:
GRISAIA Phantom Trigger THE ANIMATION episodes 1 & 2 are now available!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/935420. Streaming/Let's Play changes for Grisaia Games:
Good news!

Frontwing has recently changed their stance on Streaming and Let's Play YouTube videos for their Grisaia games.

You are now allowed to play all the games without restrictions with your subscribers.

In other news, the Sharin no Kuni Kickstarter has met its initial goal, but Frontwing still need your help hitting the stretch goals!
If you haven't had a chance to take a look at the campaign yet, please check it out!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/tokyootakumode/re-sharin-no-kuni-project/. Grisaia: Phantom Trigger Kickstarter
launched!:
The Kickstarter campaign for the new Grisaia series, Phantom Trigger, has launched! Discounted digital copies of the game and
a wide variety of physical rewards are available, so give it a look!
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https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/frontwing/a-grand-entrance-for-new-vn-series-grisaia-phantom
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